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Feeling unsafe in Iowa’s safest city
NW STUDENT SHARES HER STORY OF
HARASSMENT TO SHED LIGHT ON ISSUE

Editors Note: This is Part 1 of a 2 part series on campus safety.
KELSEY EPP

SPANISH

One afternoon in August, Kelsey Lang was walking from
the Bolks Apartments to her car, parked in the lot students
like to call Hell (Lot L). Before getting there, a middle-aged
man approached her from behind. She tightened her grip
on her laptop and began thinking of self-defense.
“If he tries to grab me or touch me, how am I going to
react? Where should I hit him?” she thought. But he did not
plan on taking her laptop.
“The first thing he asked me was if he could come home
with me,” Lang said. She said “no” as she continued to hurry
to her car. But he kept walking near her, laughing at her attempt to get him to leave. He told her she was beautiful. He
told her to never change. And when she finally reached her
car, he asked her to please not call the cops.
Lang made it to her car safely, but she was bothered
by the situation.
“Afterward, I felt upset,” she said, “at how easily this
man’s actions affected me, at how unsafe I felt, at how
my first thoughts were how to defend myself.”
Lang’s story is appalling, but what is even worse is
how normal the situation is. She is one of many girls
at Northwestern who has been followed or catcalled on
campus.
Orange City is continuously rated at the top of the
lists of safest cities in Iowa. Yet in this perfectly lovely
town, women are walking around in fear of being target-

PHOTO BY: CHERISH SHUKA
Several Northwestern women have been followed or catcalled on campus.

ed by men.
“Carry pepper spray,” “take self-defense courses,”
“never walk alone after dark.” We’ve all heard this advice
over and over. And those precautions are important for

women to take. But if we end the conversation there, we
are saying that responsibility for this harassment falls in
women’s laps.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Students love Town
Square atmosphere
COFFEE SHOP HAS LONG
BEEN A STUDENT FAVORITE
LUCAS SANDER

WRITING & RHETORIC

Look anywhere on campus, and you’ll
find evidence for a well-known fact: coffee fuels students, or at least a strong majority of them. According to Steve Mahr,
owner of Town Square Coffeehouse, students fuel coffee too.
Ever since he took ownership of what
used to be The Old Factory, Mahr has appreciated connections with various ministries at Northwestern. But it is the students who come in who make the biggest
impact on what the shop looks like.
“It’s been cool to be a space where
college students gather,” Mahr said, “[but]
it’s more than just being a space for students. I think students have helped create
the space into what it is.”
The shop has always been a unique
place for students to go for coffee, studying,
games or just to have a good conversation.
Ben Patzlaff graduated from NW this
spring and has worked at Town Square for

INSIDE

more than two years. He appreciates the
getaway from the normal college setting
the shop can be.
“It’s very easy to meet on campus and
just have casual conversation, but to actually take the effort to go somewhere off
campus and get to know somebody or just
discuss things - that shows effort and it
shows that you want to develop relationships with people,” Patzlaff said.
When Mahr moved to the current location less than two years ago, he knew it
wouldn’t be quite the same place.
“There was an intimacy that existed in the old place that I think we’re still
trying to figure out how to provide in the
new building,” Mahr said.
He sees this as just the first step to
being a space for people that is continually growing and developing.
One thing that has been able to grow
at Town Square is the live music, and
Mahr has loved to see students be a part
of that.
“We love local music, and some of the
main people creating local music are students.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

PHOTO BY: KADENCE CRUSE
NW alum Steve Mahr is the owner of Town Square Coffee House & Kitchen.
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“Life Itself” not perfect but ok

MOVIE REVIEW

EMOTIONS SOAR,
RATINGS PLUMMET
ADEBOLA ADEYEMO
PUBLIC RELATIONS

If you’re a survivor or
currently surviving through
the crazy rollercoaster of
emotions from the wellknown, heart-tugging NBC
show, “This is Us,” you
might just be able to go
through “Life Itself.”
Dan Fogelman, the
writer and director of pieces such as “This is Us” and
“Crazy, Stupid, Love” is the
mind behind this multigenerational melodrama. He
has been known as a mind
that seeks to vividly explore
and celebrate the unpredictability of concepts such as
tragedy and joy in our lives.
With a stellar cast featuring
Oscar Isaac, Olivia Wilde,
Annette Bening, Laia Costa, Antonio Banderas and
multiple talented others, the
interlocking storylines built
into the movie take flight.
The movie explores

the life of a couple in New
York, played by Oscar Isaac
and Olivia Wilde whose
relationship acts as a foundation in which the plot develops and the events ripple
through generations and
continents.
Being a person who
is intrigued with anything
dealing with emotions, I
happened to be content with
the way the movie played
out contrary to popular critiques and reviews of the
movie. But my contentment
does not go without recognizing the missed potential
of the script and plot.
The movie’s script,
landing on the 2016 “Blacklist” of the best unproduced
scripts that year, was filled
with creatively crafted sentiments and interesting
concepts, such as that of the
unreliable narrator, a concept which is brought into
the movie based on the thesis of Olivia Wilde’s character, Abby. She proposes that
every narrator is unreliable
in some sort of way and that

the only reliable narrator
is life, although life itself is
also an unreliable narrator because it is constantly
changing and redirecting.
The utilization of this concept fuels one of the main
critiques of the movie which
is the irony of predictability.
With the movie’s main
premise being the unpredictability of life, the movies
emotional junctions seem
more predictable through
the movie. After one of the
major reveals towards the
beginning of the movie, the
viewer is already slightly
aware of the likely outcome
of scenes to follow, leaving
it a matter of being proven
wrong or right.
Another critque, is the
cramming in of tragedies. A
descriptor for “Life Itself ”
can be a season of “This Is
Us” with its emotions and
character
developments
molded into a 118-minute
movie. The layering tragedies that occur do not fully
achieve the emotional responses they aim at because

of the little time the viewer gets to interact with the
characters and events that
would enable them to sufficiently connect with the
tragedy.
There were heavy emotions, relatively complex
characters,
relationships
and the overarching concept
of the unreliable narrator
that could not be sufficiently and thoroughly developed and unpacked within
the movie’s timespan.
With its good script,
talented cast, but stunted
11 percent rating on Rotten
Tomatoes and a 5.5/10 on
IMDb, one wonders how
the reception of Fogelman’s
creation might have taken
a different form if it had
been birthed in television.
this would have allowed the
characters and the emotional, psychological and slightly philosophical undertones
and messages relayed in the
movie’s script to be developed in the viewers mind
and heart episode by episode.

PHOTO COURTSEY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Saying farewell to well-known singer
MUSIC REVIEW

THE DEATH OF MAC
MILLER

Miller’s impact on
ETHAN HUSBANDS the world musically
spans much more
PSYCHOLOGY
than the proj“You don’t go down in
ects under his
history if you overdose…
name.
you just die”-Mac Miller.
Malcom McCormick
also known as Mac Miller
was found dead of a suspected drug overdose in
Studio City, California, on
Friday Sept 7. After the
news of his passing surfaced there was an outpour
of sadness and condolences
by a large array of celebrities (mostly artists), which
is common with each death
of someone who is in the
public eye.
The response to Miller’s death, however, was
different. When artists like
Michel Jackson, Whitney
Houston, David Bowie and
others died, many of the
statements made by celebrities were about their music. Looking at the public’s
response to Miller’s death,
it was clear Miller as a
person, not just an artist,
touched a lot of people and
will be dearly missed.
Miller first gained popularity in 2010 with the
platinum single “Donald

- Ethan Husbands
Trump” and the following mixtape Best Day Ever.
Early in his career, he was
known as “Frat rapper,” and
his lyrics were heavy with
party references and clichés
that you would expect of a
young white kid from Pittsburgh.
But as he grew up, so
did his music. Each album
proceeding Blue Side Park
showed a different side
of Miller as a person and
as a musician and boasted better, more ambitious
production, deeper and
more meaningful lyrics
and more insight into who
he was. This all seemed to
culminate with the 2014
mixtape Faces, which was
Miller’s most critically acclaimed, vulnerable and introspective project to date.
Miller opened up about
depression, drug addiction
and his struggles with his
own personal demons.

The story of Mac Miller is a heartbreaking one.
Redefining yourself as an
artist and escaping the box
that critics and fans are eager to put you in is a feat
that not many attempt or
accomplish. Miller not only
did exactly that, but is also
partially responsible for
launching the careers of artists like Chance the Rapper,
Vince Staples, Ab-soul, Earl
Sweatshirt, Action Bronson
and others.
Mac Miller’s impact on
the world musically spans
much more than the projects under his name and
will continue its impact
for decades to come. What
makes Miller different from
the others, and what makes
his death especially tragic,
was his impact as a human
being. The stories and words
shared by the music community in response to his
untimely death were almost
all about Miller as an artist
second and a good person
first. Not only is this rare
among artists, but it is something that is rare among
many successful people,
especially those who are famous.
There
was
what
seemed like a constant
outpouring of stories and

PHOTO COURTESY OF VULTURE

anecdotes about how great
a friend he was, how he
helped so many people
both musically and personally. Miller was not
someone to try to hide his

struggles with the world or
his friends and although
his personal battles were
evident, it was clear that
that didn’t stop him from
being kind and caring to

those around him.
Mac Miller was and is an
inspiration to many people
and will be deeply missed as
an artist and a person. Thank
you Mac Miller.
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“Junie B. Jones is Not a Crook”
PLAY PROVIDES
CHILDHOOD NOSTILGA
KITRICK FYNAARDT
MATHEMATICS

Can a kindergartener be a
criminal? What punishment
does a mitten thief deserve? Can
one vindicate themselves against
a crime they have committed?
These are just a few of the questions Junie B. Jones must answer
in the story of this season’s children’s show at Northwestern.
The show involves a ten-color pen, a playground on wheels,
several life-changing lectures
(for kindergarteners) and other assorted attractions for both
children and adults to enjoy. The
show promises to be a genuine
and wonderful story that will inspire the artistic drive in anyone
who sees it.
“Junie B. Jones is Not a
Crook” by Allison Gregory is the
story of how little Junie B’s mittens
have been stolen and her quest
to get them back. Simultaneously, she herself found a ten-color
pen on the ground and refused
to turn it in to the lost and found.
This moral dilemma of a child’s
world eventually wraps up other
classmates, Junie’s mother and the

It’s an active and
engaging story that will
be good for the
community.
- Alexander Lowry
school principle. The play promises to be heartwarming, fun and
have a strong moral backbone, as
most children’s shows do.
Alexander Lowry, head stage
manager for the show, said that
director Drew Schmidt chose to
put on this play because: “It’s an
active and engaging story that will
be good for the community.”
In regards to the moral, Lowery said, “the show really is for
children. We want to show them
art can be fun and meaningful.
Adults might like it, but it’s not
really for them.”
A staggering 3,000 students
from area grade schools will see
the show during its 17 showings spread over two and a half
months. The cast and crew hope
others will be inspired to create
art of their own; maybe they’ll
even join theatre.
“It can bring you back to
childhood, especially if you read

PHOTO BY: RACHEL KOERTNER
Junie B. Jones cast prepares for their performance.

the books as a kid,” Lowery said.
Lowry mentions he has written
his own shorthand to notate the
complexities of the show. He has
to keep track of every piece of
playground equipment and know

who was in charge of every single
puppet.
“Oh, there’s about thirty puppets all told” he said.
Old or young in either age
or spirit, “Junie B. Jones is not a

Crook” is shaping up to be an exciting and colorful experience for
everyone. The public showings are
at 7 p.m. Sept. 28 and 4 p.m. Sept.
29 in our very own R. Keith Allen
Black Box Theatre.

Benjamin Pratt’s work on display in gallery
ART CREATED WITH
TECHNOLOGY
HANNAH WAMHOFF
THEATRE

Art takes on a new form
of precision and beauty as
Benjamin Pratt fuses stateof-the-art technology with
traditional canvas painting to create minimalistic
art pieces.
Based in Sioux Center,
Iowa, Pratt is an industrial draftsman by trade and
uses AutoCAD software
before transferring the designs to canvas by hand.
AutoCAD is a drafting
and design software which
allows Pratt to create precise, minimalistic designs
that aim to simplify and
symbolize rather than
portray reality.
Pratt received his industrial drafting degree
from Western Iowa Tech
Community College and
a Bachelor of Arts in art
from Briar Cliff University, both located in Sioux
City. His work has been
featured in multiple publications and galleries. Autodesk, the software developer behind AutoCAD,
recognized Pratt alongside
other notable artists on
their website in an article

Pratt has an
extraordinary
talent for seeing
the basic shapes
behind reality.

- Hannah Wamhoff
entitled, “35 under 35.”
Pratt’s website said he “has
formal training in both
hand drafting and operating AutoCAD.
As a visual artist,
Pratt uses AutoCAD as a
sketchbook to draft out his
technical yet minimalistic
paintings. Relying on AutoCAD’s many functions
designed for exactness
and speed, he then takes
his designs to the canvas
in a ‘no-tape’ execution
of hand painting, which
gives his paintings a very
precise yet tactile quality.
The show includes a
variety of acrylic paintings on canvas, featuring
various flowers and fauna
placed in a glass vase. The
low variety of colors, precise and simplified shapes
and implied lines make his
work reminiscent of Andy
Warhol’s work.
My personal favorite
piece from the collection

PHOTO BY: SARAH HOMAN
Pieces of Pratt’s artwork displayed in Te Paske Gallery.

is Flowers 4, which features fern leaves and two
simple flowers. Pratt has
an extraordinary talent for
seeing the basic shapes behind reality, which is most
readily seen through his
depiction of the water surface in the vase. There are
two crescent-shaped shadows, but the line of water
is further implied by slight
bends in the stems.
This small detail indicates Pratt’s high level
of mastery in the arena of
shapes and shadows. He

did not even have to paint
a line for his viewers to
see it. The shadows of the
fern leaves and flowers are
also incredibly precise and
complete the work. What I
enjoy most about his flower pieces are the shadows,
which are a very light grey
in color, rather than stark,
nearly-black greys. The
shadows, painted in this
way, don’t distract from
the subject of the painting,
but rather enhance the
shapes and draw the eye
upward.

Pratt has an eye for
the simplification of reality to create profound art
and his collection in Te
Paske
Gallery is worth a visit
to see the precision and
beauty up close.
His portfolio and
information
can
be
found at www.benjaminprattpainter.com. His vibrant Instagram account,
@1.800.ben.pratt, features
his work and photos of

geometric shapes he finds
in nature and day-to-day
life. On this
social media platform, he
takes requests and sells his
art to his followers.
Pratt’s collection of
work, “Ben Pratt’s Flowers,” will be on display at
the Te Paske Gallery in the
Korver Visual Arts Center
now through Oct. 26. The
public is invited to a reception at 6:30 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 11.
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Dads descend on Dordt College
Before starting their
NORTH SUITES BOYS North dads were encouraged
to
fully
embrace
all
meal,
all the dads stood up
EAT AT DORDT CAF
KALEB SCHROCK
SPANISH

Dadding - the art of becoming a dad in all aspects
except having children. The
North Suites boys are professionals at this ancient art
form and last Friday they
displayed their great skill to
the students at Dordt College. D.A.D, which means
“Dine At Dordt,” is the clever acronym used to describe
this momentous event.
Dads come in many
shapes and sizes, and the
North boys made sure
all were represented. To
demonstrate this variety
there were some dads with
bellies packed with pillows
and some with specific personas. However, there were
traits that were kept by all
the dads in attendance.
To fully embody the roll
of a dad, all who participated
had to have a certain lack of
fashion sense. To show this,
many wore socks hiked up
to their knees while wearing
their signature sandals or
crocs. 		 The dads also
had their signature reading
material for the long car
ride to Dordt. Many brought
copies of the Beacon itself or
pocket books full of games
such as Sudoku.
Another important rule
to keep was that no names
could be used. Everyone was
simply called “Dad.” All the

fatherly clichés. Dordt students were called a variety
of names such as, “sport,”
“champ” or “slugger.”
Many dads had the
privilege of participating in
this exciting dorm event.
One of the dads was very
excited to discuss his family
vacation to Disney World to
anyone who would listen.
He especially enjoyed
explaining how efficiently he
had packed the family car,
the stress of driving the entire way and how his cargo
shorts had allowed him to
carry everything he would
need for any given day.
Upon arriving at Dordt,
the dads attempted to find
the cafeteria. Now, a key
part of being a dad is having
a perfect sense of direction
and never asking anyone for
directions. As luck would
have it, the combined navigation skills of the dads
brought them to the Dordt
cafeteria.
It was foreign ground
for many of the dads and
complaints flew around the
dads as they wandered the
cafeteria. The dads were
primarily excited for good
old-fashioned all-American
cheeseburgers, but to their
dismay the Dordt cafeteria
had no cheeseburgers to
feast on that day. All they
had for the dads was a salad
bar, meatball subs with fries
and ice cream. The dads
prepared their meals and
claimed tables to eat at.

and got into a giant circle
and held hands. Some Dordt
students joined in and were
welcomed by the dads, and
together they recited the
Lord’s Prayer.
As they began to eat,
many hearty laughs erupted
from the table as the dads
took turns telling their favorite “dad jokes.” 		
After a hearty meal, the
dads collected their plates
and cups and began to leave
the cafeteria. Many filled
their mugs with one last
beverage for the road. The
dads hopped in their cars
and opened their papers
and books for the long car
ride home. The dads hope
that they gave the students
and staff at Dordt College
a dinner they will not soon
forget.
It is important to
note that this gathering of
dads would not have been
possible without the help
of Dad-in-Chief, Carter
Bock. He was responsible
for organizing the group
of dads and contacting
Dordt’s Creative Dining
leaders. Without his leadership, it is likely that the
dads would have settled
for their typical afternoon
grillout.
It is possible that the
North dads may have inspired Dordt students to
try dining at Northwestern. If this happens, host
them well and show them
what they are missing.

PHOTO BY: ANONYMOUS DORDT STUDENT
North Suites boys pose in front of the famous Dordt University clock tower. The group is sporting typical dad attire including socks with sandals, hats, and khackis.

Female students seek safety on campus
FROM PAGE 1

Men can walk across campus at night
without glancing over their shoulder at every turn. They do not have to carry a weapon with them to go to their car. For women, these are realities that are faced every

day, even in Orange City’s safe little bubble.
Women take on this burden constantly. But this is not their problem. Being
harassed is not the fault of women because
of their strength, their body types or their
clothing suggestions. Harassment is an issue because we live in a society that says

PHOTO BY: CHERISH SHUKA
The photo above depicts the silhouette of a hooded man. Women should be able to safely
walk wherever they need to go at night without feeling uncomfortable or unsafe.

women are sexual objects and are to be
dominated by the opposite gender.
Men, there is more you can do to help
your female friends than just walk them
home or to their cars. You can call other men
out when you hear things that are demeaning
or degrading to women. You can shut down
conversations that are objectifying.
When a story is told about a women

being followed, kidnapped or assaulted,
do not first ask if the woman was carrying
pepper spray or had gone outside alone.
Women should be able to walk to
their cars just like men. Focus on breaking down the norms that allow men to sexualize women on the street and get away
with making women feel uncomfortable
and unsafe in their own neighborhoods.

FEATURES 5
NW laundry service, “unfolded”
NEW YEAR BRINGS
NEW MACHINES
EMELIE SWONGER
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Laundry prices on campus have been a point of
contention in years past,
but Northwestern’s laundry service is committed
to providing students with
high-quality washers and
dryers at an affordable price.
Joe’s TV and Appliance
of Orange City has been
servicing campus laundry
since fall 2016. Gina Poppema, co-owner of Joe’s TV
and Appliance, emphasized
the care that has been taken
in determining the price of
laundry for students.
Since beginning their
contract with NW, Joe’s
has replaced several older
machines on campus with
new commercial washers and dryers. With each
machine costing $1500,
Poppema estimated that it
takes 1500 loads of laundry before the business
pays for a single machine.
Poppema also stated

that of the $1.50 students
have to pay per load, 30
percent of those profits are
given to NW to cover the
cost of water and electricity.
The other 70 percent pays
for machine maintenance,
service technician labor and
new machines.
“What I’m trying to
help people understand is
that we are committed to
taking a majority of those
funds to provide students
with the best equipment,”
Poppema said. “We have to
cover costs in a way that can
be re-invested into new machines for students.”
Beyond price considerations, maintaining a campus-wide laundry service is
not without its challenges.
When Joe’s replaced machines in North Suites this
fall, an unfortunate miscommunication with the
factory resulted in a seeming increase in prices.
“When we ordered the
new machines, we specified $1.50 per load,” Poppema said. “Our service
technicians tested the cycles [heavy, normal, etc.],

but what we didn’t realize
was that the factory programmed the different fabric settings [light, medium,
heavy] to charge more than
$1.50 per load.”
Poppema apologized
for the oversight and said
Joe’s is researching how to
override the factory settings. North Suites residents
can expect to see this issue
corrected in the near future.
A resident of the apartments, senior Kate Arnold
recognizes the convenience
of doing laundry on campus.
Despite the cost, Arnold appreciates having easy access
to a washer while still being
in proximity to her favorite
study spots.
“For me, the cost is
worth it because it’s right
there,” Arnold said. “I can
just put a load in and bounce
back and forth between
homework and my clothes.”
Arnold usually spaces
out her laundry days and
does a larger load every
few weeks to save money. She has also benefitted from the generosity of
community members who

let her do laundry in their
homes.
Junior Emily Wikner
has started taking her
clothes to the Orange City
laundromat and estimates
that she saves about 50
cents each week. Although
the laundromat washers
cost slightly more than the
ones on campus, it only
costs 25 cents for every five
minutes of drying.
“I heard from others in
the community that it was
cheaper to go to the laundromat, and upon visiting
this fall, my roommate and
I discovered that, for us, it
was in fact, cheaper,” Wikner said. “We’ve also noticed that the barrels of the
washers are much larger
than the ones the college
provides and the dryers
give your clothes much
more space to dry.”
Whether students are
looking for the convenience of on-campus laundry or the cost savings of
the laundromat, students
have a number of choices
when it comes time to “air
their dirty laundry.”

PHOTO BY: ABIGAIL MOODY
Due to a factory oversight, North Suites residents have been
paying more for laundry this year.

Town Square Coffee

FROM PAGE 1

Because of student performers, the coffee shop
was able to receive a grant
for the creation of a concert
series and the purchase of a
sound system that they now
use for student events.
“Had some students
not wanted to use their creativity and give it to people
for free, we may not have

been able to…open the
door for other people to
play music,” Mahr said.
The shop has become
the place for things like that
to exist because students
do what they love there. If
there’s something that students want to make happen,
Mahr is ready to see it.
After
reminiscing
on all of the weekends
in college where he had

to make his own fun,
Mahr said, “I hope that
students know that our
space is always available
for anything that they
want to do off-campus.”
For him, he said,
“This is just a building,
and it becomes something
more interesting and more
beautiful when people occupy it and engage with
one another.”

PHOTO BY: ANNA PERRENOUD
Students have been using Town Square as an off-campus hanging spot for years.

PHOTO BY: KADENCE CRUSE
Steve Mahr said his space has benefitted from the creative talents of NW students.
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Post-P&W Hub rush

Shalom, Raiders! Big events are
taking place on campus this
weekend as NW zprepares for
Homecoming. Join a number of
NW students, alumni, professors
and Orange City citizens in the
early morning road race.
After sweating off breakfast, come
hangout for Morning on the
Green, playing games with kids
and visiting with various different
students and athletes at the tables.
Afterwards, take the time to cheer
on the Red Raiders as the football,
volleyball and soccer teams play
Doane for their Homecoming
games! Later in the evening, put
away those studies to join the NW
music department as the choirs and
bands sing and play a wide variety
of music. End the night by dancing away all the stress and worry
that has come with this semester
at the Homecoming dance. We at
the Beacon hope all Raiders have
a fantastic Homecoming weekend.

After many months of
construction and waiting in
anticipation, the Jack and Mary
DeWitt Family Science Center is
having its dedication at 4 p.m. Sept.
28. The science center will hopefully be ready for classes within
the next few weeks, allowing every
science class to have bigger lecture
halls and larger spaces for each lab.
The NW students,
especially science majors are ready
to experience the new building
and appliances that come with
it. Shout-out to the construction
workers for finishing up the final
touches as well as Jack and Mary
DeWitt for their generation
donation, allowing for this building
to happen.

Students are jumping for joy in
Fern-Smith Hall due to the
extended row of parking NW so
generously granted them last week.
Gone are the days of parking away
from campus in parking Lot F.
Along with an extra row of parking,
more lights have been added to the
gravel parking lots behind the
Bultman and Juffer just to be safe.
Every Fern girl is now able to park
either down by the Bultman or
in Lot H by the gas station across
from Zwemer Hall. Thank you, NW
for listening to the students'
concerns and offering a solution.

Schuyler Sterk

Though the Hub is
frustrating on Sunday nights,
I still think the food is better
overall, and I have been very
pleased with the new structure
and menu offerings.

English Teaching

I

t’s no secret the Hub has always been
busier on Sunday nights after a long day
of procrastinated homework-finishing
and the usual post-Praise and Worship rush of
hungry worshippers. In years past during its late
hours, the Hub has served its usual variety of
items from the grill line as well as cheese balls,
ice cream and other flex-money options. This
year, however, I think they’re missing the mark
on Sundays, and I have been disappointed each
week by the lack of greasy and delicious food
available for us.
I would like to begin by saying that I believe,
overall, the Hub is better than last year. Creative
Dining has implemented a cool new structure
to some of the lines (I’m talking about the
burger and sandwich toppings area), and there
are also convenient features on the Eatable app
that help facilitate a hassle-free Hub experience.
While I do miss the chicken wraps and the
pints of ice cream, I have found the burgers
are better, there are some new options to try in
all three of the lines, and they now offer pizza
and smoothies as well as some other alternative

-Schuyler Sterk
side-dish options. Not to mention the new and
improved french fries, which are glorious and
addicting. On Sunday nights, however, much of
this is unavailable. In fact, the only actual meal
exchange item we can order on Sunday is pizza.
While I know preparing pizza ahead of
time in an assembly line of sorts is probably
much easier than making everyone’s individual
meal and is a good time-saver strategy in
theory, it certainly limits our options. Instead
of choosing from a variety of savory burgers,
crispy chicken tenders or chicken sandwiches
and wraps, we are now restricted to choosing
between four types of pizza. The beloved
grill line is no longer open on Sundays and
our favorite burgers and sandwiches are
unattainable. There are, of course, a few other
sides available with flex money, but overall, our
freedom to choose our second Sunday supper
has become extremely limited.
The choice of food (or lack thereof) is
not the only missing piece of our regular
Sunday night Hub routine. There is now an
awkward gap of waiting time after P&W due

to the fact that the Hub doesn’t open until
10 p.m. instead of 9:30 p.m. like last year. Of
course, sitting around for an extra half hour
is not the end of the world, but it does cause
more problems when we are finally allowed
into the Hub. For instance, once inside, the
line stretches from the counter to the door as
people quickly claim tables and grab the few
pre-made pizzas that are available. After the
first twenty people in line have gotten their
food, others must wait even longer while the
staff struggles to keep up with the line that
would have been more manageable if they had
only opened earlier.
One time, this immense need for pizza
caused the line to become so backed up the Hub
staff had to keep re-asking people what pizza
they had ordered so they could make a new one.
Because of the length of the line and the great
need for pizzas (and because of receipt slips that
had evidently been lost), the Hub was unable
to keep up with the orders. After roughly 20
minutes of waiting for our pizzas, we were called
back to the counter. They needed us to tell them
one more time what we had ordered because
they had not been able to stay on top of the pizza
rush and had apparently lost whatever means
they had of recording our orders.
Though the Hub is frustrating on Sunday
nights, I would like to acknowledge our
friendly Hub workers and commend them for
doing their best under a time of transition and
new management. I just hope as time goes on,
the Hub is able to return to its former glory
and give us back some of the choices we are
desperately missing.

Kavanaugh allegations
Matthew Frohwein

P

Economics

olitics are divided between two
frothing combatants, and society
is struggling with the now acute
awareness of sexual abuse rampant in the
American workplace. Everything has become
chaos. As such, affirming one’s beliefs has
become not only dangerous, but meaningless.
This is exemplified with the nebulous
maelstrom of Brett Kavanaugh’s Supreme
Court nomination. When his nomination
was announced, there was a mixed response
amongst party lines, but the recent accusation
of sexual misconduct on Kavanaugh’s part has
changed the narrative; the nomination has
now become controversial on a multitudinous
level.
Since the Me Too movement of last
October, there has been an explosive wave of
allegations flung at powerful men. I would
like to point out that I cannot begin to capture
the importance of this movement. Too long

$

have victims of sexual assault and rape been
silenced due by their abusers or hindered
by fear that if they spoke up, no one would
believe them. This movement resonated with
a great many people. And for good reason.
As a victim of sexual abuse, this
movement inspired me and gave me hope. I
also proclaimed #MeToo last autumn, and I
received swift support and consolation for
my old, terrible wounds. Overall, it is a force
for a net good. However, I must say I feel the
movement has become abstract and therefore
less focused than it was in its inception.
So, in the middle of partisan squabbling
about Kavanaugh before the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Sen. Dianne Feinstein
mentioned the existence of a complaint
against Kavanaugh by a woman who claimed
to be sexually assaulted by him during high
school: Christine Blasey Ford. She argued
Kavanaugh and another teenage boy were at
a house party when Kavanaugh and the other
friend “corralled” her into a bedroom, where
Kavanaugh pinned her down, groped her and
grinded against her while attempting to pull
off her clothes, covering her mouth so no one
could hear her screams.
According to Ford, Kavanaugh got away
when one of his friends jumped on the bed
and pushed them away from each other. It’s
important to note Ford doesn’t recall exaclty
where or exactly when this alleged assault
occurred. The primary evidence she does
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have are her therapist’s notes from 2012 on
a rape attempt by a now “highly respected
and high-ranking members of society in
Washington” and a polygraph taken with a
former FBI agent. Apart from these examples,
there’s nothing else, no witnesses or evidence,
to be found.
The allegation toward Kavanaugh is
suspicious to me. Not for how recently it came
out, but soleley for the fact it was brought
forth by Feinstein with little to no evidence.
In the eyes of most progressive thinkers,
it seems those who are accused of sexual
misconduct (particularly men) are assumed
guilty until proven innocent. And while I
sadly understand on a deep level why many
feel this way, I cannot reconcile the fact that
this spits in the face of what any sane person
would call due process.
Should Kavanaugh be investigated before
the vote is cast? Absolutely. However, being
accused of doing something and actually
having done it are two very different things. If
he did it, he’s a monster. If he didn’t, he’s still
a pawn of Trump’s. If she’s telling the truth,
she’s a victim. If she’s lying, she’s a monster.
There is no positive outcome to
this situation for anyone, least of all the
American people, who will end up either
with yet another strict constitutionalist and
conservative in the Supreme Court, tipping
the scales towards a Republican majority, or
another vacant seat.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Men’s golf shoots best of season

CAREER BEST FOR
TWO NW GOLFERS

JAYCEE VANDER BERG
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The men’s golf GPAC
championship took course
on Monday morning, Sept.
24, in Sioux Falls at Willow
Run Golf Club. Red Raiders
teed off at 10 a.m., and the
greens were taken on by all
11 teams of the conference.
The GPAC golf tournament is a four-round, 72hole competition, and the
athletes will compete on two
different courses while completing their rounds. The

winning GPAC team, as well
as the individual medalist,
will head to the NAIA National Golf Championship
in Mesa, Ariz., but these results won’t hit headlines for
months. Only the first two
rounds are completed this
fall - the final two take place
in the spring. The course
they’ll be golfing in April is
the Dakota Dunes Country
Club in South Dakota.
The Northwestern men
set themselves up well to
start off the championship,
shooting a season best score
as a team in the first round.
The 280 opening round
score was the 4th best score
recorded in NW team histo-

ry. This score was four shots
better than Midland, the
GPAC team in second place
after the first round. Morn-

break through on a lovely
piece of skill by Limmer on
the end-line who was able
to slot the ball back to Kim
to get a 2-0 lead with just 16
minutes to go in the game.
Felipe Gontijo and Breno
Fabbri added to the score in
the final minutes to give NW
a decisive 4-0 win. The win
was monumental as head
coach Dan Swier celebrated
his 100th victory at the helm
of the Raider squad.
Later in the week, NW
looked to continue their hot
streak against Concordia in
a matchup that has turned
into an intense rivalry over
the past few seasons. The
game began, and both teams
were out of the gates looking
to pressure high on the field
to make the most of their
opponent’s mistakes. However, neither team was able to
break through for the better
part of the half. Concordia

was the first to score with just
two minutes remaining in
the first half after a poor shot
was controlled in the box by
a Concordia forward before
NW was able to step their
line up and poke the ball past
goalkeeper Matt Scott to go
up 1-0 just before halftime.
The Raiders responded
with great resilience in the
second half and were able
to get a goal back thanks to
some grit shown by Tyler
Limmer who won the ball
off two Concordia defenders in their box and slotted
the ball to the middle, where
Alex Schussman pounded
the ball past the keeper to tie
the game at 1-1. Despite NW
pushing very hard to score,
they were unable to get the
decisive goal, and the game
ended in a tie. The Raiders
continue conference play
next week with away games
at Mount Marty and Doane.

in place. Boston, Cleveland and Houston have
all locked up their division titles as the Yankees
and Athletics will face
each other in the AL Wild
Card game. On the NL’s
side, only the Braves have
clinched their division
title, whereas the Cubs,
Brewers and Cardinals
have a chance to win the
NL Central division. If the
playoffs started today, the
NL Playoffs would include
the Cubs, Braves, Dodgers,
Brewers and Cardinals.

the Athletics were one of
the league’s best teams in
the second half of the season. However, the Red Sox
are led by a great pitching
staff and potential MVP
candidates J.D. Martinez
and Mookie Betts. Although the Astros are a
tempting pick, Boston is
too good to pass on this
year.
On the NL side, the
Cubs have what it takes to
make an October run, the
Cardinals are rolling and
the Brewers have continued to improve, but the
Dodgers are the team with
experience and pitching.
Outfielder Matt Kemp has
resurged his career, leading LA in batting average
and RBIs. They also have
a fantastic pitching staff
led by rookie Walker Bue-
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The men’s golf team shot their season-best at the GPAC
championship Monday morning at Willow Run Golf Course.

ingside found itself in third
on Monday with a 296, and
Dordt was behind them at
299.

A five-way tie for lead
after the first round found
lots of representation from
NW in the pool. Three Raiders, Caleb Badura, Dana Van
Ostrand and Austin Reitz,
all shot a one-under 69 to
put them in with the leaders.
At the end of Tuesday‘s
tournament play, the Red
Raiders secured their spot
to sit in the lead during the
seven month intermission
of the championship. NW
extended their four-shot
lead on the rest of the GPAC
teams, placing themselves 6
strokes ahead of Morningside and 15 strokes ahead of
Midland who was bumped
into third by the Mustangs.

The 288 team score left the
Raiders with a 36-hole total
of 568 to complete the fall
rounds of the championship
tournament.
Freshman Caleb Badura of Aurora, Neb., leads all
the golfers of the conference.
Shooting a 1 under 69 for the
second day in a row gave him
a 3-shot lead over the second
place individual from Morningside. This sets Badura alone
as the only golfer under par.
The NW men’s golf
team has won six of the last
seven conference championships, and head coach Aaron
Aberson and the team must
await April 23-24 to continue on their winning streak.

Raider soccer strong in week’s games
MEN FACE TWO
TOUGH RIVALS

CONNOR TUPPER
EXERCISE SCIENCE

The Raiders men’s soccer
team opened conference play
this week with two important games against Jamestown
and Concordia. In the first
game, Northwestern faced off
against Jamestown for their
first ever game in the GPAC.
Jamestown was comfortable
keeping possession for extended periods throughout
the game but were never able
to break through the Raiders’
stifling backline. The Raiders
were able to make the most of
their early chances with Anselmo Kim drawing a penalty
in the 16th minute which was
calmly finished by Tyler Limmer to go up 1-0.
The game remained
tight until NW was able to

PHOTO COURTESY OF NWC ATHLETICS PAGE
NW ended Concordia game in a tie on Saturday afternoon after a high-pressure game.

Three MLB teams hope for spot in playoff

THE FIGHT FOR
WILD CARD SPOT

BRADLEY LAACKMANN
SPORT MANAGEMENT

This year’s NL Wild
Card picture is, in fact,
wild. Currently, three
teams are vying for one
final playoff spot. The
Cardinals hold a .5-game
lead over the Colorado
Rockies who are fighting
for a chance at the Wild
Card position or the NL
West crown. The Dodgers
also hold a 1.5-game lead
in the NL West over the
Rockies and could finish
anywhere from being division champions to being
out of the playoffs entirely.
In the craziness of
the NL playoff push, the
AL has its field easily set

Playoff Predictions
Boston won a staggering 106 games, followed by
the defending champions,
the Astros. Meanwhile, the
Yankees are 12 home runs
away from breaking the
season record of 264, and

hler and 3-time Cy Young
Award winner Clayton
Kershaw. A repeat World

Series trip is not easy,
but it is attainable for the
Dodgers.

World Series Prediction: Boston Red Sox- 4,
Los Angeles Dodgers- 1.
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The much anticipated dedication of the Jack and Mary DeWitt Family Science Center will
take place at 4:00 p.m. on Friday,
Sept. 28. Mary DeWitt, Marty
Guthmiller, and Greg Christy will
speak at the dedication, followed
by tours of the building.
When first stepping into the
Jack and Mary DeWitt Family
Science Center, there are a few
things that will stand out right
away: natural lighting and ample
study spaces. The natural lighting
comes from the many windows,
which are strategically placed to
provide light in the stereotypically dark labs.
Windows also line the numerous study spaces throughout
the building. There are individual
study cubicles, group study tables,
couches and benches throughout
the building to facilitate student
learning. These study areas will be
available to students throughout
the day and into the evening.
Upon further investigation of
the building, students will also see
many research and technology improvements. Many of the research
advancements in the new building
are especially exciting including a
DNA sequencer which will allow

biology students to dig deeper director of facilities management, air conditioning system, which
into the research they have already shared information about the utilizes ice-cooling technology.
started in VPH. 						
daylight harvesting technology in
Northwestern as a whole is
Other research and technology ad- the building.
passionate about integrating faith
vances include more fume hoods,
Daylight harvesting is a con- and learning; therefore, during
new incubators, new laboratory trol system that measures the the first year the science center is
freezers and more gel electropho- lumens of light coming into the open, NW will be hosting speakresis boxes.
system through the windows and ers under the topic of Science as
The research spaces are inten- then dims or brightens the lights Faithful Witness in the co lab of
tionally designed so that every- accordingly. This system will re- the building.
thing needed for a given research duce the amount of energy needed
These discussions will seek
project will be close together.
to light the facility.
to encourage students to explore
This is very different from the
Another way energy is saved and learn about God in the world
current situation in Van Peursem in this new center is through the around them through science.
Hall where science students are
often walking between the three
floors to use various equipment.
Another advantage of the new
research facility is that the biology
and chemistry labs are next to each
other. Along with this, the biology
and chemistry professors’ offices
are all next to each other, which
will facilitate more collaboration
between biology and chemistry
professors and the research they
are pursuing.
Another new feature in the
science building is the green
house, which has temperature and
humidity control. This will be especially beneficial for ecology students and faculty.
The new nursing simulation
labs are located in the basement of
the building and will provide nursing students with a hospital-like
environment.
A key element of the new sciPHOTO COURTESY OF NWMARCOM
ence center is how environmenScience students will start having classes in the new science center
tally friendly it is. Rick Scholtens,
mid-October.

Spread school spirit at Morning on the Green
HOMECOMING EVENTS
FOR EVERYONE

HANNAH WAMHOF
THEATRE

As a part of Raider Days
Homecoming and Parents’ Weekend, Northwestern will host the
annual Morning on the Green a
carnival-style event aimed towards
engaging young families and children with the college while raising
funds for student groups.
Booths designed, set up and run
by students will be scattered across
the green near the DeWitt Learning
Commons and Christ Chapel.
Various departments, residence
life groups, and student clubs will

make an appearance on the Green
to promote their group, raise money and interact with the children of
Raider Nation. Past activities have
included face painting, water balloon
launching, pin the tail on the donkey,
bowling, bean-bag toss and more.
This year, the social work department will host a booth called
“Digging for Dinos!” The booth will
allow children to dig for dinosaurs in
sand.
The Student Government Association will be putting together a
booth for disc golf putting.
The theatre department will
introduce children to this year’s children’s show, “Junie B. Jones is Not a
Crook!” and give out information
about the department and the work

PHOTO COURTESY OF NWMARCOM
Members of the community and alumni look at old NW class photos
during the homecoming lunch last year.

they do.
In addition, an inflatable bouncy castle and slide will be available
for the children’s enjoyment.
Additionally, the NW Athletic Band will play on the Green
throughout the morning with intermittent performances by the cheer
and dance teams. The cheer team
will even engage kids in a few stunts
and give out temporary NW tattoos.
Each activity costs 2-3 tickets,
which cost 25 cents each. Local elementary aged children have been
given several free tickets to spend on
activities of their choice.
The event will run from 10amnoon on Saturday, Sept 29, with
lunch served from 11:30am to 1pm.
Lunch will include brats, watermelon, hot dogs, baked beans, chips and
drinks. Students may use their meal
plan to purchase lunch by submitting
their student ID at the cash register.
This annual tradition gives students the opportunity to interact
with alumni and community members in a fun carnival environment as
well as giving alumni the opportunity to introduce their families to their
beloved alma mater.
The energy from the kids is contagious and is a perfect way to set the
stage for events later in the day, such
as the Homecoming football game,
children’s show, concert, student
dance and more.
Current students should consider attending the event with
friends to support their peers running booths, meet alumni and their

families and feed off the contagious
joy, energy and school pride the
families bring. 		
Staff
and
faculty from the college also often
bring their young children to the
Morning on the Green and it’s a
wonderful chance to interact with
faculty and staff members in a fun
and casual environment.

This event is surely a welcome break to the usual routine
of laundry and homework on
Saturday mornings and a wonderful chance to spread school
spirit with the community.
In the case of inclement
weather, the event will be moved
to the Rowenhorst Student Center.
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